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Abst rac t - -New asynchronous and time stabilizing fmlte.difference methods for constant coefficient 
parabolic PDEs are presented. These schemes remove the synchroni~tion overhead and are suitable 
for shared-memory, messsge-passiug , single- or multi-user multl-processors. They generalize prevl- 
ous ~h~ by ~dlowlng adaptive and no .co . rant  time increments. They are characterlzed by the 
tlme.stabilizi#g property: the derivatives of their time-level with respect o the spatial coordinates are 
bounded as the n,-ni~er of tlme.steps increases, and they vanish as the spatial mesh-size &ppros~es 
zero. Therefore, lmllbp others, our schemes are suitable for multi-processors with ram-identical pro- 
cemmrs or unbalanced workload, provided that the differences among their speeds/loads are not too 
large. 
The consistency, stability, convergence and the tizne-stab|l|~in~ property of our methods are an&- 
lyzed in detail. "tVhen implezaented on the shared-memory multl-user Sequent B,d,mce machine, they 
show to provide an excellent efficiency and in certain cases it is tripled, compared to other existing 
schemes. However, their truncation errc~ is of lower order (O(~zt) instead of O(~z~)). Horace, be- 
cause of the dlm~usional dditivity of the tnmcation error, these schemes are less accurate specially 
for multi-dlmensional problems. For such problems, if high accuracy is sought, in general one should 
use higher order schemes. Nevertheless, under certain circumstv.nces, when the spatial increments 
are relatlvely large, the performance of our asynchronous schemes (i.e., both their efficiency and ac- 
curacy) may be about the same as compared to their synchronous counterparts, and sometimes even 
better. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of parallel computer architectures has challenged the existing serial algorithms 
for the numerical solution of PDEs. Extensive work has been done on updating existing methods 
to fit these new architectures (see [1,2]). Yet, most of this work assumes ome correlation between 
the processors, achieved by synchronization mechanisms. For example, numerical iterative solu- 
tions to PDEs are usually based on the assumption that the time-steps are synchronized. This is 
equivalent o assuming that the algorithm is governed by a global clock so that the start of each 
time-step is simultaneous for all processors. The overhead associated with such synchronization, 
limits the speedup expected from a parallel machine. Obviously, an asynchronous algorithm re- 
moves the synchronization penalty since each processor can execute more time-steps without the 
need to wait for certain results of other processors. 
The use of asl/nchronous iterations for iterative solutions of systems of linear equations is 
discussed in [3]. Asynchronous Iterative Methods for Multi-processors are also discussed in [4], 
and are used for the solution of ordinary differential equations by [5]. 
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In [6] and [7] asynchronous and corrected-asynchronous finite-difference schemes were developed 
for the multi-dimensional heat equation. They are based on constant ime-increments. The 
purpose of this paper is to generalme these schemes and to develop asynchronous methods which 
are based on non-constant time increments as to improve their efficiency substantially. 
In Section 2 we introduce our model problem and the corresponding finite difference schemes 
including our new scheme. Consistency, stability, convergence and the time-stabilizing property of 
our scheme are investigated in Section 3. The possibility of obtaining other similar time-stabilizing 
approximations i  addressed in Section 4. Results of numerical experiments are presented in 
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the principal results of our paper. 
2. THE MODEL PROBLEM AND ITS F INITE D IFFERENCE SCHEMES 
We demonstrate our proposed method on the multi-dimensional heat equation: 
Ou d 02 u 
= 4 + (1) 
I=1  
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. 
We will consider here only the constant coefficients case. The non-constant coefficients cane 
will be examined elsewhere. For example, in the one-dimensional case we have 
Ou = a2 ~-~z2 +0 u F(z,/), 
with the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = f(x) ,  
and the Difichlet boundary conditions 
for 0<z<l  0<t<T,  
0<z<l ,  
u(0,t) = g,(t), 0 < t < T, 
u(l,t) = g2(t), 0 < t < T, 
or else Neumaan conditions can be specified. 
In order to motivate and clarify our new Time-Stabilizing (TS) scheme, we start below with 
the well known synchronous Euler scheme (denoted by SY), derive the asynchronous (AS) and 
the corrected asynchronous (CA) schemes of [6] and [7] and finally introduce our new TS scheme. 
By approximating Equation (1) at the grid point (~j,tn) where j - (j,, j2, . . . ,  Jd) and t ,  = n At, 
with the forward Euler synchronous (lock-step) finite difference scheme, we obtain our SY scheme: 
d 
u.n+ 1 . . At , (2) 
I=1 
In Equation (2), u? and ~ denote the values of u and F at grid point (~j,t ,)  respectively, u~ +* 
J 
is the value of u at (~j,t,+l), and 6p denotes the central difference in the space coordinate l.
Thus, 
2 t~ n n n 6~ uj = Uj_ l ,  - 2uj + u~j+l+, 
where 
1~ = (o ,o , . . . ,  1 . . . .  ,o,o),  
l - l h  component 
while j - I a and j + I z are the neighbors of the point j in the positive and the negative directions 
along the l-v.xis, respectively. 
Note that unlike the following approximations, the terms of the right ~hand side of Equation (2) 
are all evaluated at the same time level t - n At. 
In the synchronous scheme of Equation (2), the (n + I) +h time-step of the grid point j is being 
performed only after the n t~ time-step of all other grid points had been completed. We now 
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Figure 1. Solution array ~ and time array i'for the one-dimensional case. 
remove this synchronization restriction (and yet maintaining Equation (2)), allowing the time- 
steps of any grid point j to be performed asynchronously b using the most recent available 
values at the neighboring rid points j -1- 1, (1 < l < d). Taking a local view of the behavior 
at the grid point j and assuming a constant ime interval At at all grid points, its time level 
after completing nj time-steps i nj At (note that there is no global time step n, since there is 
no global synchronization). We denote the time-level difference of the grid point ~relative to its 
__"" neighbors in the negative and positive/-direction, byaiJ and , respectively. Then we get the 
following asynchronous scheme of [6] and [7] which is denoted here by AS: 
Iffii ~ :i-l~ J 
At 
= (3) (A,a)2" 
In order to clarify our later discussions, we now introduce into Equation (3) a slightly different 
notation. We consider two arrays of data, each with as many components as the number of 
grid points, (see Figure 1). One array, denoted by ~, represents an array of the most recent 
solution values of the scheme as calculated by the processors. The other array, denoted by ~, 
contains the corresponding most recent time-levels as calculated for each grid point. A processor 
is allowed to change only its own values, and to read its neighbors' values. Therefore, the 
arrays are global in the sense that access is allowed and information is shared by all processors. 
In the shared memory machine model we have two global arrays whose pairs of items uj and 
tj are atomized (encapsulated) in such a way that the values must be accessed (read/write) 
together. In a message-passing type of architecture, we need the same mechanism of atomizing 
and ~. However, in this case relevant array-components will reside in the local memories of each 
processor. In any case, a time-step counter, denoted by nj, is maintained for each grid point. Its 
value is incremented each time the processor had completed a new iteration (time-step) of this 
grid point. 
n•  
Let --ti~l ~ denote the most recent available time-values of the neighbors in the positive and 
negative/-direction, read by the processor evaluating u-value at the grid point j when its counter 
value was showing nj. Hence, if for example, the neighbor of the grid point j in the positive -j 
/-direction is continuously updated faster than j itself, then tj+l, > tj . If it is continuously 
°J updated slower than j, then tj+l~ < 
We now write Equation (3) in the form 
uj = uj + ra + CAt) r, = - -  (4)  
~=I J ' (Ax,)~" 
In Equation (4), 5-~ denotes a central difference in the direction of the space coordinate i, corre- 
sponding to the grid point j, with the u-values of the neighbor points in the positive and negative 
/-direction evaluated not at the time-level t_. "j of j but at their own most recent ime levels: t. "'j'" 
J J+  11 
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-j 
sad t j _ l ,  respectively. Thus, 
+u j  J Uj_l, (~ j_ l , ) - -2u j  (t ; J )" l 'Uj+l ,  (tj"J l,) • 
In the one-dimensional case the asynchronous scheme (AS) becomes, 
.+(~?+') = .~ (: ; ' )  + , ~ .~' +(at)F;' 
nj -- tpUj_I (~1)  "l" (1--  2r) . j  (7~?J)'~PUj+I (~j.l.1) "1- (At).l~'j (~:?'/) . 
However, as shown in [6] sad [7] this scheme is no longer consistent with Equation (1). Yet, it 
csa be modified to produce a consistent scheme by using the time-level values at the neighboring 
grid points. We thereby obtain the Corrected-Asynchronous (CA) scheme of [6] sad [7] ss f~ilows. 
the updated solution uj nj+l, the CA scheme requires the components' For the calculation of values 
of ff as before, but a~o the components' values of i'corresponding to the grid point j sad to the 
relevant neighboring points. With our notations, the finite difference CA scheme becomes: 
+, 
"J ="J +T,=I  ~ +TF J  ' (sa) 
where 
and 
d ,,2 ~;2+nj 
-z +~ .j (+b) x = t + (~z~)+ 
I=1 
+++"J "j -j -j , ,j =t j+ l , , -2 t  j +t j _ l ,  '. (5c) 
In order to simplify our analysis to follow, we will use the following short notations: 
t."J t+ +_- t."J +~, _~ t"j ~ t j , j t+l - j+t, '  n = nj, n±z = n j+t ,  
where nj~ta are the most recent counters' values of the neighbors in the positive sad negative 
/-direction, examined when the local counter of grid point j ws~ nj, 
+ +++(++) (,), 
= (0, u = uj(t), ~-  = ~"  j Ozz = j 
A °2" + ( °"" ~ (0, -,z = uj,t.(+), sad o,a = -j ,t ,(t,z).  
Ot Ozz \ Ot OxJ j 
Note that while fi~-z denote the neighbors' values at their own time-levels when the counter of 
the grid point j is showing nj, u+l denote their (estimated) values at the same time-level as of 
grid point j (i.e., t:"J). With these notations we rewrite Equation (~)  in the following the form: 
J 
"+ = "+ T ,=, (+;i)" + T F. (O) 
In one dlm~-nsion it becomes: 
u + =u+ a ~ At 
(Ax)~ + a~ 62 t 
(A0 (AX) 2 
~2. + (AX)~ + a" ++ t F. 
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We now generalize Equation (6) and unlike [6] and [7] we allow At to vary and to depend upon 
the grid point j and upon the current ime-step counter-value of that point, nj. With the above 
notations our new scheme becomes: 
u+ =.  + ---g- ~"~?"  
,=~ ~;7~ + --k- F, (7) 
where K is given by Equations (5b) and (5c). Equation (7), along with the appropriate expression 
Ati'J as determined bythe stability restriction (Lemma 2) is our new Time-Stabilizing (TS) for 
scheme. 
In one dimension we obtain 
u+=u+ u+ F. (Aae)2 + a 2 ~2 t (AZ) 2 -I- a 2 ~2 t 
As di~ussed in [7], CA scheme can be applied only when the differences between the time levels 
n.  n .  
of n grid point and of its relevant neighbors (i.e., ~i J and/~iJ of Equation (3)) are bounded. 
Therefore, the CA algorithm cannot be implemented when, for example, one or more processors 
11 • n"  
are slower than the others, since then ~,~J and/~J  --~ oo as nj ~ oo so that the gap between 
the time-levels becomes unbounded. We call this the "gapping" effect. In addition, a stability 
condition of the CA scheme, which has to be examined before ach time-step, reduces its efficiency 
substantially. 
However, as shall be described later, stability of the TS algorithm dictates the time increment 
n.  
At| Jof  point j to be determined by an average of its neighbors time-levels. This averaging 
avoids the need of examining the stability condition before each time-step (as in the CA case) 
on one hand, and "smears" the time-levels of the grid points on the other hand. Therefore, 
the TS algorithm can be implemented efficiently, for instance, on a multi-processor in which the 
processors are not necessarily identical, as long as their speeds do not differ too much, so that the 
"smearing" effect dominates the "gapping" effect. Note that speed differences can occur not only 
due to differences in the hardware configuration, but also due to unbalanced workload, which 
may be caused by the geometry or the specification of the problem. 
In the next section we discuss in detail the consistency, stability, and convergence, as well as 
the Time-Stabilizing property of our new scheme. 
3. SCHEME ANALYSIS 
We proceed by investigating the numerical properties of our TS scheme, with variable At, 
given by Equation (7). 
LEMMA 1. The finite difference scheme of Equation (7) is consistent with Equation (1) if 
d 67t 




- -  = 0( I )  as Azl --, 0 ¥I .  
K 
PROOF. By Taylor expansion we obtain, 
~-, - u_, + (t_, - t) N" - ,  
(a~)  +o( ( t+- t )2 ) ,  ~+, = u+, + (t+, - t) -  +, 
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where 
(-7-) _, = - (~ ' )  \ata~,) +o((A~,)~), 
Then, Equation (7) becomes 
u + - u 1 d 
Or 
[ a':'u '~ 
(AxW 
+oct_, - + oct+, -  0 + F. 
J 
Atj  J K .'=o a, ~--~+(K  1) (~ --u) 
+ + O( t_ i  - t) 2 + O(t+!  - t) 2] "4- F. 
Therefore, under the above assumptions, Equation (7) is consistent with Equation (1) and the 
global truncation error is 
d 
i=1 
We note that for the case of [6] and [7] in which At is constant, t~-! - (n~- i )~ where n+l 
Ag,, ,_n) _ O(1) and since is the counter value. In this case, t±i - t  -- O(Azl 2) means that (~t)~ - 
= ra - coast in there, it is only required that (n*z - n) is uniformly bounded. 
In addition, we emphasize that the requirement t+z - t = O(~zt)  2 can be reduced to the 
requirement that ~4=z "* 0 as Azs --* 0. This can be viewed as ~ot~ -'* 0 when Aza --* 0 
(1 < i < d) where g is the position vector and t(z-') is a surface of the problem time for a ~iven 
spatial mesh-size. As shall be discussed later, this property along with the boundne~ of ~ as 
nj --+ oo which we call the Time-Stabilizing property, has been verified by numerical simulations. 
It is also proved, under certain simplifications, in Lemma 5 and is due to the following stability n, 
restriction on A~J :  
LEMMA 2. A suit( lent stabil ity condition for Equation (7) is, 
) 0 < c < 1. (8) 
PItOOF. Assume that some perturbations in the initial values of all grid points occurred. We 
wish to examine the effect of this perturbation on the updated values at the grid points. Let 
e - fi - u where fi and u are the perturbed and exact solutions of Equation (7), respectivdy. 
Then, 
I----1 (-'~Zl)-2-- LI-- k '----1 ~ l=1 (~)2  
(~xv)n j • + [~'-z + c'+d 
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= (1 -c)e+ 
d 5 ~ a~ 
Equation (8) assures that the coefficients of e, e_t and e+i, in the last equation, are all positive, 
and the sum of their absolute values is one. Therefore, 
I 
< max {I~I, I~-'I, I~+~I}. 
This equation is satisfied, whenever a value is updated. We may apply the last inequality recur- 
sively, following the "parents" of each grid point which maximizes lel, until the initial values are 
reached. This may be viewed as going down a 3-tree along the reversed track of the updating 
track. When c -- 1 we have a binary tree (see Figure 2). 
e. a
I °X "-.o 
,..o_ ,..o ~ A °L,, 
e o e o 
, , j - l ,  j+ l ,  
J-41 j -31 j -2  i j -11 j J+l l  J+21 
(4) (b) 
Figure 2. (4) Updstlng (b) The associsted binary tree (c --- 1) for srld point j in direction I. 
Then we get 
le÷l <_ m=~ I:~1 
Hence, the scheme of Equation (?) is stable. 
Note the following: 
• From our consistency requirement t±t - t = O(AzI 2) we have that 
a?t = ( t+a - t) + (t_a - t) = O( A=t2). 
From Equations (8) and (5b) we then find that: 
I'Jo 
.j+l c .~t ja  EL1 2~:i=1 ~ z=l 
| 
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Hence, ~t~ j -~ 0, as ~zz --* 0. Furthermore, 
A,?J 
J 
Azz 0 as ~z ,  ~ 0 Vl. 
Therefore, if the above requirements are fulfilled, then for consistency and convergence of
our scheme, we need to consider the relevant limits only ss Az~ --. 0 (I < I < d) and 
the additional requirement that ~t:  "J --* 0. disregard 
J 
The choice of ~t |  nj according to Equation (8) also eliminates the possibility of se~ division 
in Equation (7). 
• Atl nj in Equation (8) may become zero or even negative which means that the status of the 
neighboring points prevents further advance in time. 
By the choice of Atj nj according to Equation (S), our TS scheme becomes, 
d a~ZU C 
u + = (1 -c )u  + Ezd= 1T'~ = ~x-'~i ~" 2 Ei=~ T~ F, 
(ga) 
when 
d a~t  
t+ =( l _c ) t+ c c 
2 ~¢=, ~ + d " , '  EtffiX ~ = (azl)~ 0<e<l ,  (gb) 
~lv = 2 
In one dimension Equations (9a) and (gb) become, 
(9c) 
~++~_ c (Az)  ~ 
u + -- (1 - c) u + c 2 + ~ a--- T -  F, (10a) 
c (~z)  2 + c t+ + t_ (lOb) t + = (1 - c)t + 2a---- T -  
As will be shown later, the optimal parameter value is c = 1, so that u + and t + are determined 
by the weighted averages of the corresponding eighbors values along each spatial axis. 
Hence, Equation (7) which is a scheme for u with variable coefficients, is replaced by two 
schemes (Equations (ga) and (gb)) with constant coefficients; one scheme for u and the other 
for t. 
LEMMA 3. Assume: 
t±l - t - O(Azl ~) Vj, nj, l, (11a) 
d a~ 6~tj nj 
E (Azz)~ ¢--1,  ( l lb) 
l=1 
1 
= o(:1 (uc) 
~nd 
Then the scheme of Equation (7) converges to Equation (1) as Az t  --* 0 Vl. 
(11d) 
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PROOF. First note that by applying Equation (9b) repeatedly until the time-level t -- 0, we find 
that 
t.nJ _ B.nJ c (12) 
J J 
where, Bj nj depends upon the ratios ~ (1 ~_ k,l ~ d) and upon the reversed tracks along 
the tree corresponding to the grid point j from t = t j  j level to t = 0 level. However, B. njJ is 
independent of ~zt. We consider the convergence at the grid point j for t = ti'J as Azz --* 0 
-j 
V! when tj of Equation (12) is held fixed. Recall that Equations (l la) and (l ld) ensure that 
A~i'l --* 0, if Az~ --* 0 (1 < l < d). Therefore, convergence is considered when Azt --* 0 Vi, and 
under the above restrictions, the requirement that At~ j ~ 0, is automatically fulfilled. 
This convergence an be achieved, for example, in the following way. For a fixed grid point j, 
and for some initial specified Aza (1 < ! < d) let ~ be an increasing monotonic sequence of 
problem-times at which the solution is evaluated by some multi-processor machine, such that 
--* co as k ---, co and > V/: where tj is the time value that has to be held constant 
when Azt--+ 0. It follows from Equation (12), when t'i'J is replaced by T~, that T~ increasing are 
monotonic functions of Azt. Therefore, with appropriate choice of Tit , for each k, Aza can be 
reduced to Az~ by a corresponding factor as to ensure that j is always a grid point and that 
T~ -- ti'J Y/c. We thereby obtain a decreasing sequence Az~ --* 0 as k --* co (1 < l < d), 
no 
and a corresponding increasing sequence h i :  ---, co as k --~ co, such that when substituted in 
q,F~ 
(12), for any/:, they all yield the same time-level t -- ~J.  Equation 
With this process, the first and last grid points along each spatial axis may not fall exactly 
on the original boundaries. In this case the boundary may be shifted to the positive or negative 
spatial direction to match exactly the first and last grid points along the axis. The corresponding 
error is, of course, O(Az#) (1 < ! < d) which, as shall be shown below, is the order of the overall 
error. 
To prove convergence, l t ~ = u - v where u is the solution of Equation (ga) and v is the 
exact solution of Equation (1) with the corresponding initial/boundary conditions. By Taylor 
series with remainder (see the proof of Lemma 1), using Equations (8) and (11c) under the above 
assumptions we have: 
nj-I ' l  n° C ~ a T ~l ~ C C ~" 
in which 
By subtracting Equation (13a) from Equation (9a) and applying the triangular inequality, we 
obtain 
<(1-c )  ej + - ~- 
where M is an upper bound on the magnitudes of the solution second order derivates. 







!i i ~ ~ 
-0 .006 ,  V 
Figure 3. Decay d initial sinusoidaI perturbation i  the .yachronons version of Equation (91>) for the 1-D 
case. F-,ach proceu~'is aMisned one arid lmlnt ond Az = 0.0204. The three mtmptho~ are tak~ &t the 
second, at the sixth, and at the twelveth thne-steps. 
tj "j , since f] = O Vj, we now get by applying the last equation recursively, As for 
B~ j is the same as in Equation (12), so where that 
Therefore, at the grid point j and for fixed tlnJ , ~J  --, 0 as Az!--, 0 (1 <_. I _< d) and the 
convergence is proved, m 
It can be shown easily that the synchronous version of the time-difference scheme given by 
Equation (gb) is stable. This is illustrated by Figure 3 which plots the error in time-level t~ 
versus z in the one-dlmensional c se for different number of time-steps and for initial sinusoidal 
disturbance when Equation (9b) is used synchronously with ¢ = 1. As noticed, the error ap- 
proaches zero as n ---, co. Moreover, the asynchronous version of Equation (gb) is stable as 
well: 
LEMMA 4. The t/me di~'erence equation (Equation (gb)) is stable. 
PROOF. Analogous to the proof of Lemn~ 2. II 
We shall now examine carefully the Time-Stabilizing property of our scheme: [9~,,[ is bounded 
as the time-step nnmher increases and ~ --* 0 as A=z --* 0, where M is the poaition vector and 
t(z'~ is a surface of the problem time for a fixed spatial mesh-sise A=z (1 < i < d). This is 
illustrated clearly by Figures 4-6 which plot the relative time-level t - t, versus =-coordinate in 
the one-dimensional case where t, is the time-level of the "slowest" grid point, and for Az - 
0.05263, 0.03448, sad 0.02Ji~4, respectively. In all the three eases, each processor is assigned a
single grid point. In these simulations, we scan all grid points iter~tively, and determine which 
can be updated. All grid points are updated simultaneously at the same rate (every 9 th iteration), 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 
Figure 4. Dependence of t relative to the thne-level t ,  of the "slowest" grid point on the spstia[ coord/nate 
for the 1-D c~e.  Each la'ocemor iJ assigned c~e grid point, the middle grid point (z = 0.5) is updated at 
10% "slower" rate then the others, and AZ = 0.05263. The n-tubers indlca~e o~l i ,~  n , - -hem dkplayed by 






r o;2 0.4  0 .~ o;0 
Figure 5. Dependence of t relstive to the thne-|evel t , of the "slowest" grid point on the spatial coordinate 
for the I-D case, when A= = 0.03448. Other parameten ~ es shown in Figure 4. 







0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 6. Dependence of ~ relative to the time-level t, of the "dowest" grid point (m the spatial coordimLte 
for the I-D case, when A= = 0.02564. Other parameters are ~ shown in Figure 4. 
except he middle point (z -- 0.5), which is updated at 10% "slower" rate (every 10 th iteration). 
This iterative scanning is considered as ticks of some outside global clo~ that datermlne the 
behavior of the system. We observe that as Az decreases, the time-level f attens and the time- 
level differences between the grid points diminish. Furthermore, for a fixed mesh-size, a "steady- 
state" is reached in the sense that ]t i - tjl for i ~ j is bounded as nj --* c¢. The same phenomena 
occur when each processor is assigned agroup of grid points as illustrated by Fib~LreS 7-8. In 
the last two eases, a group of grid points is assigned to each processor, and t, is the time level 
of the "slowest" processor. All processors operate at the same rate, except he middle cme which 
is 10% "slower". We emphasize, however, that for relatively large speed-or load-differences, the 
Time-Stabilizing property will disappear. 
In the case of one grid point per processor, when the "slow" grid point is updated, its time- 
level becomes higher than that of all the others (since it is the average of neighboring time-levels 
incremented by (1/2)(Az) 2) and a global maximum is attained at the "slow" grid point (see 
Figures 4-6). Note, however, that if the snapshot is taken immediately after the fast processor 
updating, then a local minimum is obtained at the "slow" grid point and global maxima t its 
left and right neighbors. 
In the case of several grid points per processor, there is an interaction between two opposing 
mechanisms. The inner grid points of the "slow" processor tend to lower the problem time-level 
while its edge points (which are the most affected by the fast grid points of adjacent processors) 
tend to raise it. If there are a relatively small number of grid points per processor, the effect of 
the edge points is dominant. Then the time-level attains a global ~ a  at the edge points of 
the ~slow" processor or at the closest edge points of the fast processors (depending on whether 
the snapshot is taken immediately after an updating of the "slow" processor or immediately after 
an updating of the fast processors). In addition, a local minimum is attained at the midpoint 
of the "slow ~ pro~ (see Figure 7). If there are a relatively large number of grid points per 
processor, the effect of the inner "slow" grid points becomes dominant and the problem time-level 
attains a funnel shape as illustrated by Figure 8. 
As indicated in [7], the CA algorithm can be applied only when the differences between time- 
levels of adjacent grid points are bounded. This can never happen, for er~naple, when imple- 
mented on a parallel machine with processors of different speeds or different workloads as 
in the examples of Figure 4 through Figure 8. However, the Time-Sfabilizmg property of our new 
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Fi&ure 7. S;n-,laticm d Z-D problem by 20 processors, 5 points per processor, where the 11 th processor is
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FJKure 8. SbnuJstic~ odr I-D prob. by 20 processors, 10 po;nts per processor, whm'e the 11 th processor is
10% "slower" than the rest, a~d ~x = 0.00502. Other psr,m~eters are as shown in FiKuro 4. 
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scheme nables it to be implemented in such circumstances, provided that the speed/workload 
differences are not too large to destroy this stabilizing effect. 
We now wish to examine the time difference scheme (9b) from a global point of view. At a 
real time r0 all grid points have initial values for all the variables uj in the corresponding problem 
time tj. After a real time passage of rl - T0 units, the "fastest ~grid point has completed N! 
steps while the "slowest" grid point has completed only N, < N! steps. 
If we take a shorter time interval such that the fastest grid point has completed one but not 
more than one updating, then we can write the time equation in the following global form: 
where 
and 




= [_2L~2 (14b) 
2 Ed=1  4.,j 
O, if updating occurred 
otherwise. ~r = yj  = ~ + ~ ~-~d=l ~ ,  (14¢) 
Hence, we may consider a sequence of clock-times, and a corresponding global sequence of 
problem-times, such that between any two consequent clock-times, the fastest grid point (which 
may be different at different clock-time intervals) has completed one and only one updating. 
However, this situation makes the global analysis extremely di~eult, since we have to des] with 
a non-constant coefficient equation. Furthermore, this equation is essentially fed by a non=linear 
random inPut, as ~rj depends on the solution tj. Note that each time the equation is used with 
~rj = 0, the central difference operator in Equation (14a) will tend to smooth the function it 
operates on. Suppose now that smoothing is being performed always for all the grid points. If 
appropriate boundary conditions are specified at boundary grid points (i.e., homogeneous Neu- 
mann boundary conditions), any perturbation i the initial problem time profile will die out 
eventually and we will obtain a smooth front. However, we have to account for the fact that not 
all the grid points are assigned smoothing all the time. 
In order to simplify our analysis we shall make the following simplifying assumptions: 
1. Each grid point is updated continuously. 
2. To account for a distinct number of smoothing steps, we will make the severe assumption 
that smoothing is performed for all the grid points, at the rate of the slowest one. 
3. Grid point j will have N, equal increments ~b (N j /N , ) .  
LEMMA 5. With the above assumptions, Equation (9b) is Time-Stabilizing, meaning that with 
initial zero time-level, ~ 0 (1 < ! < d) as ~zz -* O, and ~ I~'~TI is bounded as n ---* oo. 
PROOF. Under the above assumptions, the time-difference equation (gb) is simplified into the 
following: 
. ., (6,t)j q o < c < 1. (15) 
,=1 
in which 9~ = Nj /N,  is the ratio of the corresponding computation speeds (and it is independent 
of ~zz), and n is a global time-step number value. We proceed to analyze the behavior of this 
equation as ~,za --~ 0 and as the number of time steps approaches infinity. 
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At each time step we perform aDiscrete Cosine Fourier Transform with the Neumann boundary 
condition: 
where ~j is the coordinates vector of grid point j, k = (kl , . . . ,kd),  O ~ kl ~ di + 1 and Jz 
(1 ~ i < d) is the number of interior grid points along the l-axis. Then 
d 
C C 
-- qk i~ + c 
2 ~'~d=l ~ 0~, 
where 
is independent of t. Thus, 
_4sin 2 /q AzI 2 1~, 
(Axe)2 
2c ~ a~ s in2(~)  
qk-  1 ~'~J=l ~ E1__1 (AXl)2 
d -~ ~ 1-~:1" ]~-{-11 <: {qk{ 'tI{ +2 El----1 
Let gk be the maximum in time of [~[ for each k. It can be shown easily that qk = 1 if 
cos (kz Azz) - 1, Vi or if c = 0, while qk = -1  if cos (kt Azt) : -1,  ¥1 and c - 1. Otherwise, 
[qk[ < 1. Then by using the last inequality recursively, we obtain 
[~k[<{~k[ [qk l "+~kI [qk J~: l~  ( e ) 
- lqkl- / " 
The first term on the right hand side vanishes in our case, since the initial time-level is zero so 
that ~ --~ 0 as Azz --~ 0 (1 < ! < d). Also if Iqkl < 1 then for fixed spatial mesh sizes, I~1 is 
bounded as n ~ oo. | 
4. OTHER SCHEMES 
Our derivation of Equations (ga) and (gb) was based on the Euler forward scheme (Equa- 
tion (2)). Similar derivations applied on other implicit or explicit schemes in which the value 
of the (nj + 1) th iteration at the grid point j is determined by its value at the previous (i.e., 
nj th) time-step and by the most recent value at the points j -6 1~ (1 < l _~ d) would lead to 
the same scheme namely Equations (ga) and (gb). In the case when it is determined by two or 
more levels' values of its neighbors (e.g., Crank-Nicholson method), the corresponding consistent 
asynchronous scheme becomes much more complicated [8]. Thus, for example, the Laasonen, 
and Saul'ev [9] schemes would lead to (ga) and (9b). However, the DuFort-Frankel scheme would 
lead to a slightly different approximation. 
In this case the multi-dimensional synchronous (lock-step) scheme is: 
d n a~ At  .."+' = .."-' + 2 ~ . , ( .L ,  - . . " -1 -  .."+' +.~+~,) + 2~ty F, ~= 
J J a=l J J (Axz)  2" 
The asynchronous scheme becomes: 
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d .j 
z=1 (Az~)2 
/ nj+1 , j - t \  +L'J )v 
and the corresponding time-stabilizing scheme is: 
u + = u- + t+ K t-  ~lfl (Azi)2a~ (f i_;-  u- - u + + fi+z) + t+ K- t -  F, 
where 
__d "i"2 ~2 tnJvl d (~z/)ga! nj-1 (~ j -  1) 
K = 1 + ~ j ,=, (A~,), ~ (t- - ~ +t+). t- = , j  , and ,,- = . j  . 
I=1 
In its explicit form we get: 
U- --I 
+ Z: T' r,J 
t + - t-  
+ F. 
K +( t+- t - )  E V~ 
~+ - -  t -  
K+(t+ -t-) E ~r~ 
d a~ 
,~ (AT,)~ (~-' + ~+') 
Similar to our analysis in the previous ection, it can be shown that this scheme is convergent if 
t±a - t = O(Azl 2) Vj, .j, I, (16a) 




c { ~-.~a~[6~t-(t--2t+t+)]} 
t+ - t -  (2 -  c) ~ I + (--~--~,,y~ 0 < c~1. (16c) 
In addition, the time finite difference quation is stable, and the scheme is time-stabiliJing. 
Specifically, we obtain the following solution and time approximations: 
d dP i~ C 
U+ :(1--C) U'-- "it" Ei=l ~ (-~Z/) "~"~" d '  a' F, (17a) 
d 
c ~: t 
~'F--. 2E ~ "F (1-- C)]~-- "Jc Ei=l 1~ Elf.1 (Axl)2 O < c < 1,_  (17b) 
where/~l is defined by Equation (9c). 
We notice that Equations (17a) and (17b) are similar to Equations (ga) and (9b). As shall be 
explained in Section 5, the value of c which provides maximal time-increment is c -- I. In this 
case, the two sets of equations are identical. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We have implemented and examined our schemes on the multi-user Seqsent Bala,ce [10] 
multi-processor which is a commercial shared bus&shared memory MIMD multi-processor. The 
umchine we tested on is compo6ed of 20 processors connected by a high speed synchronous bus 
to a global memory. The processors has no local memory, but do have a local cache. 
The following one-dimensional problem is considered: 
Ou 02u 
- - =  O<z<l ,  t>O 
& Oz 2 
with the initial condition, 
u(~, 0) = sin (¢,) 
and the Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
. (o , t )  = u( I , t )  = o. 
Its exact solution is given by: 
u(z, t) = sin (~rz) e -r~'. 
In addition, we consider the two-dimensional problem 
Ou 02u O2u 
-~- = ~z--~z2 + Ozt~ z<O,  u<l ,  t>O 
with the initial condition, 
u(z, y, O) = sin (~rz) sin (lry) 
and the following Dirichlet boundary conditions: 
.(o, y, t) = sin (ry) e -2' 't ,  
u(1, y, t) - - sin (~ry) e-~='', 
u(x, o, t) = sin (~x) e -2 ' ' t ,  
u(z, 1, t) - - sin Orz) e -2' ' ' .  
Its exact solution is given by: 
u(z, y, t) = sin (~'z) sin (~y) e -2'0'. 
The following parameters are used: 
• Az, Ay---represent the diseretisation lengths along the z-axis and the y-axis, respectively. 
• At--represents he discretization length along the t-axis. 
• T--The time level to be reached for the given problem. 
• F--The number of processing elements used for calculation. 
• L--The number of total interior grid points in the considered omain. 
• e--The maximal error magnitude. 
• E--The maximal absolute relative error of the numerical result (relative to the analytic 
solution). 
• sc/seme---Four types of parallel schemes were used: Equation (2) (SY), Equation (3) (AS), 
Equations (5a)-(5c) (CA), Equations (9a) and (9b) (TS) and SR, the serial version of 
Equation (2). 
• n,~heme--Number of time-steps needed to the named scheme, in order to reach t -- T.  
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As can be expected from Equation (9b), run time has been shown to be linearly proportional 
to c for 0 < c < 1 and c = 1 has provided the fastest runs in all cases. Note that in this case, 
operations are saved since the expressions are simplified. Furthermore, in conjunction with the 
assumptions of Lemma 3, for large nj we obtained in our numerical simulations that 
In particular, we obtained 
(see Equation (8)), and 
d 
]E  ,=x (Az/)2 - 0(I). 
Eld=l 
c 
This behavior is depicted clearly by Tables 1 and 2 which present the maximal number of time 
steps within each processor needed to reach the first time T = 0.1, in our one-dimensional and 
two-dimensional problems, respectively. In both cases c - 1. 
Table 1. M ~  Iteration number for 1-D prob. 10 x 5 grid points, T = 
0.1 (nSY = 480). 
[~oceuc~ID I 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7' 8 9 I 
I MaX"TS 12 1 I 25' I I I 252 1'242 I I I 
Table 2. MAYirn,d Iteration ~,,mher for 2-D prob. 8 x 2 x 16 grid points, T = 
0.1 (nsv = 90). 
[proo,- m 10 I 2 3 4 5 6 r I 
[ MaxnTs ] 57 [ 52 ] 51 ] ,53 [ 51 [ 52 I S8 [ 53 ] 
We note that very small variations of nTS occurred within each processor among its own grid 
points. In either the one-dimensional c se or in the two-dimensional case nTS ~ (1/2)nsY. 
~bles 3 and 4 present the efficiency, in the one and two-dimensional c se, respectively, given by: 
Efficiency = rSR(1, l) 
p r.oh.~.(p, l) 
where taR(l,/) is the run time of the serial version, solving with its single processor a problem 
of I grid points, and rscaeme(P, I) is the run time of the above parallel schemes, olving the same 
problem with p processors. 
As observed, the efficiency of our time-stabilizing scheme is about the same as that of the 
asynchronous scheme in certain cases, and it is much higher in other cases. Furthermore, in all 
cases, the TS scheme fficiency is significantly higher than that of the corrected-uynchronous 
scheme; in certain cases it is even tripled. This is in spite of the fact that extra interpolation is 
needed to evaluate the solution at a specific time value, in the TS scheme. It should be noted 
here that since we are using a multi-nser system, the corresponding delays of the serial and the 
parallel schemes may not be the same. For this reason, the efficiency might be in certain cases 
slightly gx~ater than one (see the AS scheme in ~b le  4). However, in the "IS case, as explained 
above, for a given T the number of time-steps i reduced by about 2, as compared to the SY 
(or Sit) case. Therefore, in this case, the efficiency may be sifnificantly better. This is even more 
evident in cases were the parallel algorithms exploit he cache better than the sel~l ~ i thm in 
which all the data is referenced by the same processor. As a result the efficiency becomes much 
higher than one (see Table 3). 
As was already indicated in [6] and [7] the asynchronous scheme is not consistent with the heat 
equation. It is accurate only for steady-state r sults, while the corrected asynchronous scheme 
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Table 3. Efficiency for the one-dimensional problem with p processors and ~ grid 









SY AS CA TS 
0.81 0.99 0.54 1.78 
0.76' 0.97 0.52 1.69 
0.69 0.94 0.49 1.57 
0.64 0.89 0.47 1.38 
0.5 0.75 0.43 1.16 
0.35 0.56 0.37 0.85 
0.26 0.43 0.29 0.52 
Table 4. Efficiency for the 2-dim- problem with p processors; L = 256, 
Az = Ap ---- 0.0667, ~ + ~ = 0.5, T -- 0.5 and c -- I. 
I p I pts~1 I ~ciency I 
I I sY  AS CA TS 
m I 
2 8 × 16 0.92 1.14 0.53 1.09 
4 4 × 16 0.87 0.98 0.47 1.04 
8 2 × 16 0.75 0.87 0.34 0.92 
16 1 × 16 0.36 0.5 0.3 0.63 
Table 5. Accuracy for the one-dimensional problem and with p processors and ~ grid 
points per processor; L ---- 48, ~ ---- 0.02128, ~ = 0.5, T -- 0.5 and c -- I. 
E I e 
p pts SY AS CA TS SY AS CA TS 
2 24 0.0036 0.98 0.02 0.05 0.000026 0.007 0.00008 0.0002 
3 16 0.0036 0.98 0.05 0.09 0.000026 0.007 0.00022 0.0004 
4 12 0.0036 0.98 0.05 0.13 0.000026 0.007 0.00022 0.0006 
6 8 0.0036 0.98 0.05 0.09 0.000026 0.007 0.0002 0.0004 
8 6 0.0036 0.95 0.05 0.06 0.000026 0.006 0.0002 0.0002 
12 4 0.0036 0.96 0.05 0.04 0.000026 0.007 0.0002 0.0006 
16 3 0.0036 0.98 0.04 0.02 0.000026 0.007 0.00012 0.00008 
provides accurate results also for intermediate (non steady-state) values. Tables 5-6 show the 
accuracies of  our schemes in the one-dimensional nd two-dimensional cases, respectively. As no- 
ticed, for small number of processors the CA scheme is slightly more accurate than the TS scheme 
in the one-dimensional case and both provide about the same accuracy in the two-dimensional 
case. It should be emphasized here that due to the randomuess of  the phase delays, the shown 
accuracies of  the different approximations were not obtained under the same circumstances. 
Different runs of the same approximation provided slightly different results and in other cases 
(not shown here) the TS was slightly more accurate than the CA scheme. However, one can 
say that  in general the CA and the TS schemes provide about the same accuracy. Both the TS 
and the CA schemes are less accurate than the synchronous scheme, because of the lower order 
of  their truncation error (O(Azt )  instead of O(Az~)).  Due to the dimensional additivity of  the 
truncation error, these schemes are even less accurate for multi-dimensional problems. For such 
problems, if high accuracy is sought, in general one should use higher order schemes [8] since 
for the TS one would then need a very fine grid that would increase its run-time substantially 
and make the SY approximation preferable. Nevertheless, under certain circumstances, when the 
spatial increments are relatively large, the accuracy of the TS may become about the same as 
that  of  the SY scheme (which, in turn, is the same accuracy as of the SR approximation) and 
yet  providing higher efficiency. This is il lustrated by Table 7 which compares the performance of 
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Table 6. Accuracy for the two-dlmemion~ problem with p ~ ;  
L = 256, ~z = ~1/= 0.0667, ~ + ~ = 0.5, T -- 0.5 and c -'= 1. 
blk SY AS CA TS 
e 
SY AS CA TS 
2 8 X 16 0.0T 0.9@ OAT 0.5 0.0000036 0,00005 0.0000~ 0.00002 
4 4 X 16 0.0T 0.99 0.5 0.21 0 .0000~6 0.00005 0.000003 0. _000~__~ 
8 2 × 16 0.0T 0.97 0.17 0.12 0.0000036 0.000049 0.0000021 0.___n0'~02__ 2 
16 I × 16 0.07 0.99 0.1T 0.18 0 . (X~ 0.00005 0.000008 0.(X}(X}02 
Table 7. Comparison of effu:ie~cy (Eft) and accuracy (E) of TS and SY for., I-D Dirichlet problem in the 
interw120 ( z ~ 820 with p processors and ~ grid p,,i,,t- per processor; L = 1000, ~z = 0~$, ~)~ -- 0.5, 
and n -- 312 for SY and L = ll00,~x --- 0.7,c -- 1 and T = 100 for TS. 
SY TS 
p E f  E f  E 
2 500 0.68 0.18209X I0 -14 550 0.80 0.16251×I0 -14 0.86 
4 250 0.67 0.18209x I0 -14 275 0.~'9 0.1579Tx 10 -14 0.86 
5 200 0.6T 0.IS209× 10 -14 220 0.7"? 0.0S0~x 10 -14 0.86 
8 125 0.61 0.18209x 10 -24 13T 0.T4 0.02522x10 -14 0.84 
I0 100 0.59 0 . I~X 10 -14 110 0.79 0.01740× 10 -14 0.88 
SY and TS for the following problem: 
au 
0t 
The analytic solution is 
~2u 
20 < z < 820, 
az  2 
I u(=,0) = ~ =2 
u(20 , t )  - -  200  + t, u(820,t) = 336.2.103 +t .  
1 UA(~,t) = ~ x2 +t.  
The spatial sad time increments are 2~z = 0.8 and At = 0 .5 (~)  2 for SY, and A~ _- 0.7 for 
TS. Each processor is assigned Lip grid points with L - 1000 for SY and L = 1100 for TS. We 
observe that the TS method provides about the same and sometimes even better accuracy sad 
yet its efficiency is more than 15% higher as compared to the SY method. 
6. SUMMARY 
This paper presents new asynchronous and Time-Stabilizing (TS) finite-difference schemes 
for constant-coefficient parabolic PDEs. These schemes remove the synchronization overhead sad 
are suitable for message-passing, shared-memory, single- or multi-user multi-processors. They 
generalize the CA scheme developed in [6] and [7] by allowing non-constant time increments. 
Our schemes are analyzed and implemented on the multi-user shared-memory Sequent Balance 
multi-processor. Their performances are compared with the performances of the CA scheme, sad 
of the corresponding serial (Sit), synchronous (SY) and asynchronous (AS) schemes. 
I t  is shown that in the TS scheme the derivatives of the grid-points time-level with respect 
to the spatial coordinates are bounded as the time-step number increases, and they vanish as 
the spatial mesh-sizes approach zero. It is for this reason that unlike previous chemes, the TS 
scheme can be implemented on multi-proceasors with processors of different speeds /wor~,  
ss long as these differences are not too large. 
The efficiency of the TS scheme is about the same as of the AS scheme in certain cases ami  
much higher in other cases. In all cases the TS scheme is much more efficient han the CA scheme. 
The AS scheme provides accurate results only for steady-state values [?]. As for intermediate 
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(non steady-stste) values, the accuracy of the TS approximation is about the same as of the 
CA approximation. Both are less accurate than the SY scheme, because of the lower order 
of the truncation error (O(Az:)  instead of O(Az~)9). Due to the dimensions] additiv/ty of the 
truncation error, these schemes are less accurate specially for multi-dimensional problems. For 
such problems, if h/gh accuracy is sought, one should use higher order schemes. Nevertheless, 
under certain circumstances, when the spatial increments are relatively large, the performance 
(i.e., both efficiency and accuracy) of TS may stin be better. 
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